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Euclidean Based Kennard-Stone 1.0
Background:
The optimal division of dataset into training and independent test subset is an important and
critical step in the QSAR modeling analysis. The test-set moleculeswill be predicted well, when
they are structurally verysimilar to the training-set molecules. The reason is that themodel
wouldcapture all features common to the training-setmolecules.There are different techniques
available forthe rational division of the data-set into training and test sets such asstatistical
molecular design, self-organising map, clustering,Kennard–Stone (KS) selection, sphere
exclusion, etc. [1].The splitting of dataset by using rational way of division is a superior method
as compared to the random splitting and activity sorting method.
About the algorithm:The KS algorithm was originally applied to generate a training set when
no standard experimental design can be implemented. In this technique, all the objects are
considered as candidates for the training set. The steps involved in the selection of training set
based on Euclidean-based KS algorithm are as follows [2-3]:
1. The first two compounds of training set are selected by choosing two compounds that are
quite farthest apart in terms of Euclidean distance. The normalized mean distance for all
the compounds are calculated by following equations[4]:
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Where,
dij: the distance score between two compounds
d i : Mean distance
2.

Find the compound which has the maximum dissimilarity (maximum minimum
distance) from each of the previously selected chemicals and place this chemical in the
training set.

3.

Repeat step 2 until the desired number of chemicals have been added to the training set.

4. The remaining chemicals were placed in the test set.

Input file format:This program takes a input file in CSV format. Enter the standardized/scaled
descriptors matrix.

Output file format: Training compound

Test set compound

How to run a program:
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